Retreat to Chelsea and unlock the city’s secrets
with The Cadogan. Choose from our exclusive
experiences and create an entirely tailored
getaway.
The Cadogan, A Belmond Hotel is a tranquil
retreat with a neighbourhood feel. On the
crossroads of chic Chelsea and glamourous
Knightsbridge, the hotel is a home in the heart of
the city – and, as though real Chelsea residents,
guests are given the key to the hotel’s vibrant
locale. As part of the newly launched ‘Our Chelsea,
Your Way’, discover the city’s secret gems with a
menu of exclusive, local experiences.
Explore Chelsea Physic Garden – London’s oldest
and most beautiful botanical garden – with
complimentary, out-of-hours access, or browse
the high-end boutiques of Knightsbridge
accompanied by a private shopping concierge,
with pit-stops at artisanal delis, museums and
galleries.
Take a luxury boat trip on the Thames from the
famous Cadogan Pier, or stroll Cadogan Place
Gardens, to which hotel guests have exclusive
access. Play tennis or practice yoga on the
manicured lawns, before savouring Afternoon Tea
in the lounge.
Back at the hotel, opt for a spa ritual or cosy-up by
the fire with a creative cocktail. Elegant yet
homely, suites mirror the artistic spirit of Chelsea,
with statement artworks, velvet, marble and
splashes of silk, complete with Victorian
hardbacks in a nod to famous past resident, Oscar
Wilde.
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OUR CHELSEA, YOUR WAY PACKAGE INCLUDES
Luxury accommodation with a quintessentially
British welcome amenity and inclusive of English
breakfast for two people per room per night. A
guaranteed room upgrade and a late check-out of
3pm (subject to availability).
Create an entirely tailored Chelsea escape and
choose from a whole menu of exclusive
experiences below.
Included
·

Guaranteed upgrade (excluding Speciality

·

Late check out of 3pm (subject to

·
·

Suites)

availability)

Daily English Breakfast
Quintessentially British Welcome amenity

Available to you
·
·
·

Private shopping in-store or in-suite
Out-of-hours access to Chelsea Physic
Gardens
Access to tennis courts

On Request Services (Additional supplements apply)
·
·
·
·
·

A day trip aboard British Pullman, A
Belmond Train with transfers
Signature spa treatments
Tennis lessons
Luxury boat tour along River Thames from
Cadogan Pier
Chocolate masterclass with Rococo
Chocolate

Private shopping

British Pullman, A Belmond Train

Located at the crossroads of the city’s most
fashionable neighbourhoods; Chelsea,
Knightsbridge and Belgravia, The Cadogan is the
perfect starting point for any London shopping
spree. Whether it is luxury brands, high-end
retailers or craft boutiques you are looking for, our
private shopping concierge is on hand to take the
stress out of your search either in-store or from
the comfort of your suite. List of luxury boutiques
are available from our Concierge.

Board the storied carriages of this iconic train for a
timeless journey through the heart of Great
Britain. Expect luxury, glamour and a dash of
adventure on an unforgettable trip through the
British countryside.

Rococo Chocolate Masterclass
Established on the King’s Road, London in 1983,
Rococo Chocolates has built an international
reputation for quality. The attention to detail that
is put into every single chocolate is evident from
their exquisite taste.
A Chocolate Specialist will guide you through the
world of chocolate and a selection of Rococo
classics. From Artisan Bars to exquisite Truffles
and handmade Nibbles.

Restored to their former glory, British Pullman's
carriages are as famous today as in the heyday of
train travel. Whether you prefer afternoon tea,
flowing champagne or both—as many guests
do—there's a journey for everyone. Whichever you
choose, we guarantee that you'll be whisked back
to a more elegant era.
Spa Suite Treatments
In partnership with Elemental Herbology, a
natural skincare and wellness brand based on the
Five Elements of Traditional Chinese Medicine.
Elemental Herbology is fresh, clean and thrives to
create ultimate wellness experiences through
unique treatments and innovative products, with
a focus on well-being and lifestyle. Unique
formulations counteract the skin damaging
effects of ageing, lifestyle and
the environment to give you instant, long lasting
results.
Elemental Herbology believes in ethical and
sustainable skincare and are committed to
reducing waste, sourcing responsibly and
respecting the world we live in.
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Tennis

TERMS & CONDITIONS

Escape the city and challenge someone to a
friendly game of tennis in Cadogan Place
Gardens, a beautiful private green space reserved
for Cadogan residents and hotel guests. Our
concierge team is on hand to reserve a court and
help provide the equipment you need. Tennis
lessons also available with prior notice.

Travel by 31st January 2021

Chelsea Physic Gardens
Just a short stroll from the hotel is Chelsea Physic
Gardens, London’s oldest botanical garden
established in 1673. Escape and discover some
5,000 different medicinal, herbal, edible and
useful plants.
Marvel these beautiful blooms and enjoy
out-of-hours access to these enchanting gardens
on your Chelsea escape.
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Cancellation policy: 72 hours prior arrival
HOW TO BOOK
Hotel: +44 (0) 207 048 7141
Email: reservations.cad@belmond. com
Central Reservation Offices: +44 (0) 845 077 2222
Email: reservations.europe@belmond.com

